
Relative Clauses (which/where/whose/who/whom)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It was a relief to the girl to be able to sit silent and observant beside the
man ________ she had promised to marry.
1.

whom

On this section is also based the custom of English bankers not to pay part
of the amount of a cheque ________ there are funds, though not sufficient to
meet the whole amount.

2.
where

They proceed by first choosing one of the party to act as the Sea King,
________ duty it is to stand in the centre of a ring, formed by the players
seating themselves round him.

3.
whose

Belle went to her own little encampment; and as for myself, after having
flung the donkey's shoes into my tent, I put some fresh wood on the fire,
________ was nearly out, and hung the kettle over it.

4.

which

We have emissaries everywhere, ________ duty it is to reward or punish
as the case may require.
5. whose

The passenger, ________ business it was, for we took the watch each in
his turn-immediately jumped up and handed up the lantern.
6. whose

Another time that would have brought a storm down on the head of the
unlucky stable hand ________ duty it was to keep the bin filled.
7.

whose

Paul leaves them with the triumph of a man ________ has accomplished
the hope of long years.
8. who

It is rather exciting for each player to take a side of the road ________
there are shops and see which can first complete a given sentence or word
from the initial letters of the shopkeepers' names, Christian or surname.

9. where

On the hillsides facing the river, ________ there were barrens, we found
more.
10. where

Easily swayed as he always was by a character stronger than his own,
the words spoken by the man ________ he had always affected to despise,
could not fail to move him.

11.
whom
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These have long since been replaced by other devices, but all are only
simple modifications of a contrivance devised by the mere lad ________ duty
it was to turn the stop cocks.

12.
whose

She seemed to be utterly unconscious of the fact that it was he ________
had been with her in the abyss of waters.
13. who

On entering or leaving a store in cold weather we should consider the
comfort of those behind the counters and shut the door, if there is no one
________ business it is to do it for us.

14.

whose

I cried hastily, looking at the girl, ________ was as beautiful as her
mother when I first saw her.
15. who

For the gigantic and physically handsome men of these mountain valleys
have been for centuries considered the finest material for those regiments
________ duty it is to guard the persons and the homes of royalty.

16.

whose

The man ________ he had previously swept off his feet had, lying there,
gripped him firmly by the legs.
17. whom

Yonder, speeding to her summons, no doubt hastened, ready to meet her,
the man ________ she had preferred above me.
18.

whom

Scott, ________ was standing by the window, turned suddenly.19. who

The village had grown into a smoky town, ________ there were lots of
high chimneys, and constant sounds of machinery booming away, and
railway trains shrieking and whistling in and out of the stations.

20. where
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